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AGED

ALCOHOL
2. Zullo, Roland, et al. "The fiscal and social effects of state alcohol control systems." Institute for Research on Labor, Employment, and the Economy. May 2013. 85 pg. (The objective of this research is to examine, from the perspective of the state, the costs and benefits of state-owned alcohol distribution and sales systems) VF: Liquor industry.

ANIMALS

CAMPAIGNS & ELECTIONS

CONSUMERISM
6. Friesen, Ben. "Payday came and with it fear: the problem of a 36 percent APR cap on payday loans and suggestions for finding a regulatory balance in Missouri's payday lending industry." UMKC Law Review. Vol. 81. No. 4. Summer 2013. pg. 943-965. (This article discusses how Missouri sought to limit the APR payday lenders can charge.)

COURTS & CRIMINAL JUSTICE

DRUGS & DRUG TESTING

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT


EDUCATION


15. Tormey, Kate. "Too small to let fail." Stateline Midwest. Vol. 22. no. 11. Nov. 2013. pg. 1+. (State support for preschool on the rise as a range of education, economic benefits come into focus.)

16. Anderson, Tim. "North Dakota bucks school finance trends, and reshapes how its K-12 schools are funded." Stateline Midwest. Vol. 22. no. 11. Nov. 2013. pg. 3. (Lawmakers in N.D. have taken advantage of the state's remarkable economic ascent to completely remake how K-12 education is funded.)


18. Leachman, Michael & Chris Mai. "Most states funding schools less than before the recession." Center on Budget and Policy Priorities. Sept. 12, 2013. pg. 1-11. (States' new budgets are providing less per-pupil funding for K-12 than they did six years ago-often far less.) VF: Education-Finance.

   S4. From tune-up to extreme makeover, school systems integrate changes.
   S12. Memphis schools on the hot seat amid rival management strategies.
   S16. Post-recession fiscal wariness driving careful, painful choices.
   S18. Charters add competitive twist to district-governance puzzle.
   S20. Vouchers prove wild card for local finances.
   S23. In quest to keep enrollment, aid online schools are tough rivals.
   S26. State, local officials square off on who calls K-12 policy shots.
   S28. Local districts on receiving end of federal largess, headaches.

20. "Is universal preschool a good deal for states?" State Policy Reports. Vol. 31. Issue 23/24. Dec. 2013. pg. 8-14. (Should federal legislation be enacted, the new funding from it may be a catalyst for states to create or bolster their early education programs.)

EMPLOYERS & EMPLOYEES


23. Kliwer, Laura. "What is 'ban the box' legislation, and what states have enacted it?" Stateline Midwest. Vol. 22. No. 11. Nov. 2013. pg. 5. ("Ban the box" is a nationwide effort to remove inquiries about criminal history from employer job applications, and ten states, including Illinois and Minnesota, have enacted it.)

24. Kinney, Kenneth D. "Wrongful termination in violation of public policy: the viability of the 'encouraged acts' exception in Missouri." UMKC Law Review. Vol. 81. No. 4. Summer 2013. pg. 967-991. (Missouri's common law contains a narrow exception under which employees may sue employers for wrongful termination in violation of public policy. This exception is known as the public policy exception to the employment at-will doctrine.)

FINANCE & REVENUE


HEALTH, WELFARE & SOCIAL SERVICES


31. Epstein, Arnold M., et al. "Analysis of early accountable care organizations defines patient, structural, cost, and quality-of-care characteristics." Health Affairs. Vol. 33. No. 1. Jan. 2014. pg. 95-102. (In this study, the authors present data on the structural and market characteristics of these early ACO's and compare ACO's patient populations, costs, and quality with those of their non-ACO counterparts at baseline.)

33. “2014 state of the state. poverty in Missouri.” Missourians to End Poverty Coalition. 9 pg. (This report exists to identify some of the key issues surrounding poverty in Missouri and identifies some potential solutions to those problems-solutions that could cut poverty significantly in Missouri.) VF: Poverty.

IMMIGRANTS

34. Morse, Ann & Gilberto Soria Mendoza. "Immigration reform and state trends." Legisbrief. Vol. 22. No. 4. Jan. 2014. 2 pg. (States have long been partners in immigration: through refugee resettlement programs, in health, education, and other immigrant integration policies: and through voluntary agreements with the federal government to address crime.) VF: Immigration.

INSURANCE


PRIVACY


REFERENCE


38. Wooley, David R. & Elizabeth M. Morss. Clean air handbook. a practical guide to compliance. 23d edition. Ref KF 3812.N5545.2013. 1538 pgs. Tables & index. (This reference serves as a point of access and roadmap to the requirements of the federal Clean Air Act.)


STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT


41. Maciag, Mike. "Heading for the door." Governing. Vol. 27. No. 3. pg. 58-62. (Public employees are reaching retirement age in huge numbers, and before long, a wave of departures will be inevitable.)

TAXATION


TRANSPORTATION

46. Hartman, Kristy & Jaime Rall. "Transforming transportation with electricity." Legisbrief. Vol. 22. No. 3. Jan. 2014. 2 pg. (Many states are working to increase the use of alternative fuels such as electricity, natural gas and biofuels to diversify the fuel mix, reduce dependency on imported oil, promote economic growth and decrease emissions.) VF: Transportation.